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living strategy
make strategy great again



status quo of strategy ?  

my boss level enemy …



what strategy could be 

pristine clarity of mission 
involvement  
engagement



 hallmarks of bad strat                egy

fluff

bad strategic 
objectives

after: gary rumelt - “good strategy, bad strategy“

mistaking goals for 
strategy

failure to face the 
challenge



to understand … 
let’s start with some music!





what’s the connection?



well … this machine 
connects the music



this



wouldn’t you like to have that  
impact in your field? 



research: how did the tr-808 come into the world?



Ikutaro Kakehashi

founder roland music  

creator tr-808 drum machine



ikutaro kakehashi: who he is



who he is

mechanical 
engineer

hobby:  
music electronics?



ikutaro kakehashi - decisions



who he is

decisions

mechanical 
engineer

hobby:  
music electronics?

mechanicsmusical 
instruments electronics

rhythm box for organs programm-
able



ikutaro kakehashi - what he had to do



who he is

decisionswhat he has to do

mechanical 
engineer

hobby:  
music electronics?

mechanics electronics

rhythm box for organs programm-
able

musical 
instrumentsconga first drum sounds store 

expensive

no sampling character, 
not copy

own 
generator

bad 
transistors

unique 
soundclipping



From kakehashi-san’s mind towards a model 



who he is

decisionswhat he has to do



identity

decisionswhat he has to do



markers

decisionswhat he has to do



markers

optionswhat he has to do



markers

optionswork

coherent

conscious

consistent



markers

optionswork

slow stability

diverse

select

nimble

flow

properties of layers



markers

optionswork

evaluate derive

derive

inform

inform realize

inform

inform

relationships of layers



markers

optionswork

what layer does your company talk / care most about? 



how strategy fails



but … hallmarks of bad strategy?

fluff 

sunday words, extreme or banal wording

failure to face the 
challenge 

no clarity in defining the challenge

mistaking goals for 
strategy 

just statements of desire (unhelpful)

bad strategic objectives 

not addressing critical issues

after: gary rumelt - “good strategy, bad strategy“



what I hear
we don’t have any … 

it’s wrong …

it makes no sense to me …

huh …? 

you mean … fixing the bucket? 

it doesn’t tell me what to do … 
never heard of it … 

the plan is the goal … 



it’s easy in the beginning …



Ikutaro Kakehashi - What he had to doit’s easy in the beginning 



why does it break down?



markers

optionswork

it’s all in his mind





markers

optionswork
silos

specialization 

systems view



operations
sw  

development

sounds familiar? 



operations
sw  

development

sounds familiar? 

silos



devops

operations
sw  

development

sounds familiar? 



markers

optionswork

strategy ops?

marketing view ;) 



markers

optionswork
temporality

not everything the same

dynamics



3-5 yearsceo

 3-9 monthspmo

d a y sworker

temporality of stories in organisations

Based on research by Elliott Jaques (Requisite Organization & handbook of time spans as introduced to 
me by Jabe Bloom, @cyetain) 



markers

optionswork
empathy



markers

optionswork

silo like a pro!



markers

optionswork

silo like a pro!

open slightly

weak coupling



markers

optionswork

short coupling meetings

Short sync meeting: 
decisions

short informal 
exchange (or 
embedded) 

Short sync meeting: 
coordination



markers

options

Short sync meeting: 
decisions

weekly cadence 
only 15-30 mins 



markers

optionswork
habits



so, what happened  
to the tr-808?





only 12.000 tr-808s were produced 



now, why is he happy, laughing? 



because



















markers

optionswork

sure not, but …

did he use this? 



thanks!



twitter:                      @markusandrezak 
Podcast:                  “Stories Connecting Dots“ 
Youtube:                  “Strategie Machen!“ 
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